Secondary active transporters, such as those that adopt the leucinetransporter fold, are found in all domains of life, and they have the unique capability of harnessing the energy stored in ion gradients to accumulate small molecules essential for life as well as expel toxic and harmful compounds. How these proteins couple ion binding and transport to the concomitant flow of substrates is a fundamental structural and biophysical question that is beginning to be answered at the atomistic level with the advent of high-resolution structures of transporters in different structural states. Nonetheless, the dynamic character of the transporters, such as ion/substrate binding order and how binding triggers conformational change, is not revealed from static structures, yet it is critical to understanding their function. Here, we report a series of molecular simulations carried out on the sugar transporter vSGLT that lend insight into how substrate and ions are released from the inward-facing state of the transporter. Our simulations reveal that the order of release is stochastic. Functional experiments were designed to test this prediction on the human homolog, hSGLT1, and we also found that cytoplasmic release is not ordered, but we confirmed that substrate and ion binding from the extracellular space is ordered. Our findings unify conflicting published results concerning cytoplasmic release of ions and substrate and hint at the possibility that other transporters in the superfamily may lack coordination between ions and substrate in the inward-facing state.
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transporter | SGLT | simulation | kinetics | symporter T ransport of sugar molecules across membranes is virtually ubiquitous in biology, and it is of central importance in human health. The uptake of glucose is especially crucial due to its pivotal role in cellular metabolism and energy production. In mammals, glucose is absorbed in the small intestine and kidney via sodium-dependent glucose transporters (SGLTs), which localize to the apical membrane and concentrate glucose in the epithelia. SGLTs fall into the large leucine-transporter (LeuT) structural family of secondary active transporters that have evolved to concentrate a wide array of substrates across membranes using the energy stored in the Na + electrochemical potential gradient. For symporters in this family, transport occurs by an alternating access mechanism (1) in which the transporter first binds ligands in an outward-facing conformation, and then transitions to an inwardfacing conformation that releases the cargo to the cytoplasm. The order of ion and substrate binding and unbinding is likely tied to the function of the transporter, making it possible to convert the energy stored in the ion gradient into a substrate gradient, and vice versa when these proteins operate in reverse.
Extensive biochemical uptake assays and electrophysiological studies of SGLTs have led to a view of Na + /glucose cotransport in which Na + binding precedes sugar binding on the external face of the transporter. Kinetic models adhering to this mechanism satisfactorily account for the steady-state currents and pre-steady-state charge movements of hSGLT1 as a function of voltage and the extracellular sodium and sugar concentrations (2) . According to these models, the SGLT transport cycle comprises the ordered binding of Na + ions and glucose before translocation of the fully loaded carrier to the internal side (Fig. 1A) . Although the binding order and partial reaction steps corresponding to Na + and sugar binding to the extracellular face are well understood for hSGLT1 (3) and vSGLT (4, 5) , less is known about substrate release to the cytoplasm, i.e., symmetrical release (glucose off before Na + ), Na + before glucose, or random. Models of symmetrical release (Fig. 1A) fit the existing data, but the experiments were not designed to directly probe the order of release to the intracellular space. Meanwhile, molecular simulations of the bacterial homolog, vSGLT, in the inward-facing state have revealed a different picture in which Na + exits the transporter before sugar (6) (7) (8) . Thus, there are two opposing views on how release occurs during the pumping cycle, and here, we present additional of experiments on hSGLT1 and simulations on vSGLT designed to resolve these differences.
We carried out 21 substrate release simulations on the inwardfacing state of vSGLT (Fig. 1B) to compile statistics on the order and biophysical nature of unbinding. At the same time, we examined the cytoplasmic release of Na + and glucose from hSGLT1 using whole-cell patch-clamp electrophysiology. The experimental Na + /glucose currents were compared with calculations from a mathematical model using either the standard scheme in Fig. 1A or a modified scheme in which substrate unbinding to the cytoplasm is unordered. The simulations, experiments, and mathematical modeling all support the claim that substrate and Na + release to the intracellular compartment are random events that are not ordered.
Significance
The potential energy stored in ion gradients across cell membranes drives nutrients in and out of cells by cotransport proteins, e.g., uphill glucose accumulation in cells by sodium cotransporters. Insight into the mechanism of cotransport has been obtained from high-resolution atomic structures of the transporters, but further progress requires dynamic information about ion and substrate movements through the proteins. We have used multiple long molecular-dynamic simulations and electrophysiological assays to explore the dynamics of the transport cycle. Ligands bound to sodium-dependent glucose transporters are released to the cytoplasm stochastically, whereas release to the external solution is ordered with sugar first. The order of events is intimately tied to how the protein converts the energy stored in an ion gradient into a sugar gradient.
Results

Na
+ and Sugar Release from the Inward-Facing Conformation of vSGLT Are Independent. Earlier simulations of vSGLT, initiated from the inward-facing conformation with Na + and galactose bound in their crystallographic poses, observed rapid sodium release that triggered conformational changes in the protein that permitted subsequent sugar unbinding (7) . Here, we revisit those results by examining 21 individual simulations initiated under similar conditions. To generate as many independent galactose escape events as possible, we terminated single simulations at the time of galactose release, or at a time before 480 ns, not allowing any simulation to extend beyond 480 ns. This resulted in nearly 6.5 μs of aggregate simulation time. Each of the points in Fig. 2 represents the time of escape of galactose (ordinate) and sodium (abscissa) from those simulations. Points that fall above the diagonal line indicate that sodium escaped first, whereas points below the line had sugar escape first, and points on the line involved simultaneous escape times. In 10 of the 21 events, sodium exited before galactose release, but in contrast to previous studies (6-9) the escape time ranged up to 400 ns (Fig. 2) . Along the diagonal are four cases in which Na + and galactose both failed to exit, and one case in which they both exited simultaneously. The six remaining events are novel in that galactose exited before Na + departure. For those simulations terminated before galactose was released, we believe that an escape event would have been observed if the simulations were further extended, consistent with the trajectories in which sugar exited, because the substrate was generally quite mobile in the binding pocket.
Previously, we reported an escapement mechanism in which initial Na + release from the Na2 binding site triggers a rotameric flip in the side chain of the large aromatic amino acid Y263, which makes up part of a thin inner gate, to create a cavity for galactose exit into the cytoplasm. We termed this rotameric conformation of Y263 the permissive state. Although two of the eight intracellular sugar release simulations occur via this exact series of events, we also observe substrate release sequences that differ in their ordering. Two more escapes occur via flipping of Y263 to the permissive state but Na + remains bound (7), whereas another four occur without Y263 undergoing a rotamer change, as reported by Li and Tajkhorshid (10) (Fig. S1 ). Furthermore, the occupancy of the Na2 site does not appear to alter the Y263 rotamer distribution (Fig. S2) , potentially ruling out allosteric coupling between the thin inner gate and the Na2 sodium binding site in the inward-facing state. Together with the finding that sugar can exit before Na + release (Fig. 2) , it is likely that internal release of sodium and substrate from the inwardoccluded structure is uncoordinated with very little, if any, global changes in the protein's conformation.
Superimposing the coordinates of galactose from all of the simulation data reveals that the substrate explores the entire intracellular cavity during exit (Fig. 3A) . Visual inspection of individual trajectories and analysis of the protein-sugar contacts, indicates that, as galactose escapes, there is no clear sequence of residues visited during exit. Last, we calculated a volumetric map, detailing the observed density of galactose throughout the simulation box, again using the entire dataset. Not surprisingly, the most populated region corresponds to the location of galactose in the X-ray structure (dark blue region above Y263 in Fig. 3B ). Furthermore, a simple clustering based on galactose root-mean-squared displacement indicates that the pose of the cluster center is close to the crystallographic pose (Fig. S3) . We note that there is a region of enhanced density for galactose distal from the galactose binding site, wedged between the intracellular ends of TMs 4 and 9 (residues S177, I178, N371, V396, and R400). This density arises from a single trajectory, where galactose binds at this location and remains for >300 ns. At this time, it is unclear whether this site has any physiological relevance. Recently, a putative secondary binding site for galactose in the intracellular vestibule below Y263 was reported (11) . In that study, both experimental assays and computational modeling suggested that both this site and the crystallographic sugar binding site could be occupied simultaneously. Our escape simulations significantly sampled this region below Y263, as shown in the density map in Fig. 3B . We docked a second galactose molecule into the intracellular cavity, revealing a pose similar to the one reported by Li et al. (11) , and this configuration fell within the second most populated cluster from the sugar release simulations (Fig. S3 ). Thus, it is possible that the residues highlighted in Fig. S3 form a secondary binding site that has been significantly weakened in the inward-facing conformation. However, as galactose in the X-ray site unbinds, it does not existing data. However, previous simulations on the bacterial transporter vSGLT suggest that Na + may unbind first. Here, we highlight a third possibility, skipping state 5, in which substrate and ion binding are independent and occur in a random order. vSGLT carries out transport with one ion, whereas hSGLT1 uses two. The arrows indicate the direction corresponding to inward pumping; however, SGLT is fully reversible, as exploited in this study. (B) Structure of SGLT in the inward-facing conformation bound to Na + and sugar (state 4). The structure is of vSGLT (PDB ID code 3DH4), which does not contain an Na1 Na + binding site. The approximate position of the Na1 site in hSGLT1 is marked with a yellow circle based on functional data (13). always pass through this second site as it stochastically explores the intracellular cavity on its way to the cytoplasm.
Long Na + Dwell Times and Ion Rebinding Events. The sodium ion in the Na2 site of the outward-facing LeuT structure is tightly coordinated by residues on TM1 and TM8. However, TM1 and TM8 are too far apart in the inward-facing vSGLT crystal structure to form good contacts with the ion (12) , and earlier simulations showed rapid unbinding from the site on the 10-ns timescale (6) (7) (8) . Interestingly, our present simulations show a broad range of dwell times dominated by quick releases, as seen before, but we also observe very long-lived bound states lasting 480 ns as in the simulation shown in Fig. 2 . The site does not reorganize to cause increased coordination, but, rather, the site widens ( Fig. S4 ), as we observed previously (7), and a variable number of residues stabilize the ion as shown in Fig. 4A for two trajectories (see Fig. S5 for all 21 simulations). There is a slight propensity for the Na2 site to close in the presence of Na + (Fig.  S4D ). The primary contact is D189, which has a typical Na + to carboxyl oxygen distance less than 3 Å, and the equivalent position in hSGLT1 (D204) was shown to be involved in Na + binding to Na2 (13) . Additionally, A62, A63, I65, and S364 all contact the Na + to different degrees. Individual snapshots illustrate the role of these residues but also highlight that a well-coordinated proteinaceous shell is not needed to retain the ion in the transporter (Fig. 4 C-E). We also observed events where Na + ions from bulk solution rebind to the empty Na2 site, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4A , providing evidence that this position is likely the sodium binding site required for transport, albeit one that is probably weakened compared with the tight coordination of Na + observed in alternative conformations of other LeuT-superfamily members. It is interesting to speculate that these rebinding events are representative of how the system progresses through the transport cycle when operating in reverse.
A Markov State Model of Ion Escape. Although the Na + escapes observed in the simulations suggest that ions initially bound in the Na2 site have a broad dwell time distribution dominated by shorter times, our sample size is insufficient to estimate the complete distribution directly. We therefore sought to further quantify Na + release dynamics by developing a Markov state model (MSM) of the process, parameterized by the complete set of simulated trajectories. To capture the full ionic configuration of the system in a reduced set of discrete states, we represented each snapshot in terms of the occupancy of Na + ions in a set of concentric shells around 13 key residues located in and around the Na2 site. This representation of the system follows the solvent-shell featurization framework, first developed to include solvent degrees of freedom in MSMs (14) . Its extension to treat ion conformations is natural, and the method cleanly handles the indistinguishability of ions, is invariant to translation and rotation of the transporter, and captures local protein conformational changes in the ion binding site. The solvent-shell model in principle would also account for both first and second shell coordination of the ion, where the latter would involve bridging waters. The data, however, suggest that second shell coordination does not appear to be important in the ion retention seen in our simulations.
Trajectories projected into the solvent-shell space were preprocessed using time-structure independent component analysis (15, 16) and were then assigned to a discrete set of states using K-centers clustering. From the state-to-state transition counts, we constructed a MSM. All of the steps involved with the construction and validation of the model were performed using MSMBuilder3 (17) , and complete details are presented in Materials and Methods and SI Materials and Methods (Figs. S6 and S7 and Table S1 ).
From the validated MSM, we used a kinetic Monte Carlo scheme to generate an ensemble of simulated Na + escape trajectories initialized from the crystallographic placement of the ion in the Na2 site. Monte Carlo simulations were terminated once the ion exited the transporter as defined by entering a state without any Na + ions within 6 Å of the 13 residues that define the Na2 site. The distribution of time required for the Na + to exit the transporter is shown in Fig. 4B for one model. The distribution displays a broad range of Na + dwell times, spanning the range observed in the underlying MD trajectories. It is peaked, however, over escape times of 10-80 ns in duration, consistent with typically fast Na + release from the inward-facing state captured in the crystallographic structure. Longer Na + residence times on the timescale of hundreds of nanoseconds have diminished, but nonnegligible probability. The general shape of the distribution suggests that, at the level of spatial coarse graining imposed by the MSM's state space, exit of Na + from the Na2 site is dominated by a single energetic barrier. The source of the barrier is not clear, however, and it may arise from interactions with many residues. Extracellular Substrate Release from an Inward-Facing State. The inward-facing conformation of vSGLT provides a nearly continuous water-filled cavity from just below the sugar binding site to the intracellular bulk. This, or closely related conformational states, are poised to release both Na + and sugar through that passage, and consistent with a strict alternating-access mechanism, the X-ray structure exhibits a thick outer gate that occludes the substrate site from the extracellular space. Simulations of vSGLT have revealed that this outer gate is permeable to water, which crosses the transporter through the sugar binding site, and that water flow is modulated by the transient formation of an opening on the extracellular face of the transporter (18) (19) (20) (21) .
In 2 of our 21 simulations, the galactose escapes to the extracellular bulk through the same opening. Although the cavity is often large enough to permit water movement into the protein from the extracellular side, its size is typically too small to accommodate the larger galactose molecule. The size of the hole depends little on backbone deformations, but instead is a feature of side-chain conformations. In particular, the relative distances between Y87, F424, and Q428 largely determine whether galactose is presented with a steric barrier to exit. Fig. 5A shows the observed distribution of distances between Y87 and F424, and Y87 and Q428, measured as the minimum distance between atom centers in each residue. Although the crystallographic distances are well represented in the observed population of separation distances, a second maximum exists in the Y87-F424 distribution at ∼7 Å. As the galactose moves past these residues to escape to the extracellular side, the separation distance must expand into the tail of the Y87-F424 distribution in concert with an expansion in the minimum separation distance between Y87 and Q428. Points corresponding to the distances observed during the escapes are highlighted in Fig. 5A , and representative conformations are shown for both the rare conformation permissive to galactose exit (Fig. 5C ) as well as the dominant conformations observed in the dataset, which do not appear to permit outward exit ( Fig. 5 B and D) . A rough estimate based on this data suggests that the inward-facing state of the transporter spends ∼8% of its time in a conformation compatible with outward sugar escape. These gate opening events occur in just under one-half of the simulations, and there are several instances where the gate opens and then tightly recloses.
Experimental Tests of Ion and Substrate Release from Human SGLT1.
Given that our original simulations performed on vSGLT (7) failed to support the accepted view that sugar release precedes ion escape (2), we devised a set of experiments to explicitly test the order of binding/unbinding at the cytoplasmic and extracellular faces. If the binding or release of cargo is a multistep, ordered process, as depicted in the six-state model in Fig. 1 , it is possible to inhibit the transporter after substrate translocation by increasing the intracellular concentration of the substrate. This process, known as transinhibition, can be induced by either the driving ion or the substrate, where inhibition is most profound when the concentration of the cargo molecule that comes off first is increased due to "trapping" of the transporter in a state that cannot directly reset to the outward-facing state. Thus, we measured steady-state Na + /glucose currents in the presence of various intracellular solutions to determine those sets of conditions that would inhibit transport, making it possibly to tease apart the order of unbinding to the cytoplasm. Unfortunately, vSGLT expression is poor in oocytes, so we carried out these studies on the closely related human homolog, human SGLT1. We also tested the order of binding to the extracellular face by exploiting the fact that SGLTs can operate reversibly, making it possible to translocate sugars from the inside to the outside of the cell.
Binding to the Extracellular Face Is Ordered. The Na + /glucose current-voltage (I-V) curve recorded from a typical cell in wholecell mode shows zero current in the absence of an applied voltage when the inner and outer solutions contain 150 mM Na + and 100 mM glucose (black squares, Fig. 6A ). Moving to negative voltages drives Na + into the cell along the normal transport cycle giving rise to an inward current, whereas positive voltages expel Na + as the transporter operates in reverse. When Na + in the extracellular solution is dropped to 10 mM, only outward currents can be measured over the entire voltage range (white squares), indicating that hSGLT1 is operating in reverse. Data taken in the outward transport mode shown in Fig. 6B was recorded at +50 mV (asterisk/ Fig. 6B) , and the measurements along the inward transport cycle shown in Fig. 6C were recorded at −150 mV (asterisk/ Fig. 6C ). The rationale for these voltage choices is that, although the glucose-induced current is voltage dependent, it becomes voltage independent at the extreme voltages (+50 and −150 mV) (3), allowing us to compare currents measured in cells with the values obtained with simulations.
We first explored binding from the outside by operating under conditions that favor outward transport (Fig. 6B ). Substantial outward current could only be evoked with high intracellular Na + (150 mM) and glucose (100 mM) (Fig. S8A) . The largest outward current was measured in the presence of low, 10 mM Na + in the extracellular solution, and increasing the extracellular Na + 15-fold to 150 mM resulted in only a 35% reduction of the outward current (white bars in Fig. 6B) . However, the addition of 100 mM glucose to the extracellular media dramatically reduced the current by 83-93% in low or high Na + , respectively, indicating transinhibition by glucose. To further validate the protocol, we carried out mathematical calculations with our original six-state kinetic model (2) (Fig. 1A , Materials and Methods, and SI Materials and Methods and Table S2 ), which assumes that ions bind the substrate for both outward-and inward-facing states (gray bars in Fig. 6B ). Without any additional parameter modification, the computed outward currents matched the experimental data and were able to predict glucose transinhibition of the outward currents, whereas extracellular Na + has only a minor effect. Thus, both the patch-clamp experiments and the kinetic modeling support the standard notion that glucose is first off in reverse transport, and hence, it is the last to bind from the outside when undergoing forward transport.
Ion and Substrate Release to the Cytoplasm Is Unordered. Next, we determined the order of unbinding to the cytoplasm by manipulating the internal concentrations and recording inward currents, induced by extracellular Na + and glucose, in an attempt to identify conditions that cause transinhibition (Fig. S8B) . Remarkably, three conditions with vastly different concentration values (low Na + , high Na + , and low Na + and high glucose) did not affect the magnitude of the inward current (white bars in Fig. 6C ). In fact, only very high intracellular Na + and glucose concentrations could reduce the transport rate, but only by about 50%. We then compared the computed currents from the standard six-state mathematical model (gray bars) to the experimental results. Calculations from the model predict that intracellular Na + alone does not have any effect on Na + /glucose inward current, whereas 100 mM glucose (in high and low Na + ) cause a strong transinhibition. Although the first prediction is in good agreement with our experimental data, the model fails to explain our results in the presence of glucose. Because sugar comes off first, the model predicts strong transinhibition in the presence of 100 mM glucose, whereas the overall currents in low and high Na + in the absence of glucose are in good agreement. Similarly, additional simulations in which Na + unbinds first predict that intracellular Na + alone would block inward transport. The failure of the six-state model to predict the effect of internal substrates on inward current, coupled with lack of order in substrate release observed in our vSGLT simulations, led us to construct a model in which Na + and glucose exits are merged into a single step (Table S3 ). Such a model directly corresponds to the scenario in which unbinding is not ordered. The five-state model correctly predicts the observed experimental results: Na + or glucose alone do not affect the inward current, and the simultaneous presence of Na + and glucose are required to decrease inward transport by 50% (black bars in Fig. 6C ). Thus, our simulations of vSGLT as well as our experiments and kinetic modeling of hSGLT1 all suggest that substrate unbinding is uncorrelated in SGLTs.
Discussion
Sodium-dependent transporters use the energy stored in the sodium electrochemical potential gradients to accumulate a wide range of small molecules. How ions and substrates interact with the protein to drive the transport cycle is central to understanding transporter function. Here, we took advantage of the fact that these transporters can operate reversibly to test the order of binding at the extracellular face. With high intracellular glucose and Na + , we recorded outward (reverse) currents at +50 mV, and we established that external glucose causes transinhibition whereas high external Na + does not (Fig. 6B ). This finding confirms previous research suggesting that, under forward transport, Na + binds to the transporter first followed by glucose. Through the manipulation of internal concentrations, we then determined that neither high glucose alone nor high Na + caused transinhibition, which could not be described with the standard six-state kinetic model that assumes glucose unbinding before Na + release (22) . Calculations with a modified five-state kinetic model in which unbinding is random and independent reproduced the experimental results (Fig. 6C) . Thus, the experiments and kinetic modeling indicate that sugar and Na + unbinding is not ordered, which is surprising because past modeling suggested ordered release (3, 22) . That said, we acknowledge that these previous experiments did not carefully probe the influence of intracellular ion and substrate concentrations on transport.
Our simulations carried out on vSGLT also support the claim that intracellular Na + and sugar release occurs in a random, independent manner (Fig. 2) . Generating 21 simulations ranging from 100 to 500 ns is computationally demanding, but essential for drawing mechanistic conclusions given the inherent stochastic nature of proteins operating in a thermal environment. Our observation that galactose sometimes escapes before Na + is based on our observation of long ion dwell times. Previously, two other groups proposed that conformational changes within the Na2 site could result in a stronger affinity of vSGLT for sodium. We had hoped that the MSM would reveal specific conformations of the Na2 site that corresponded to long Na + dwell times; however, this was not the case, and instead the distribution of escape times was monoexponential with many different coordination states (Fig. 4 C-E) . Mazier et al. (9) observed Na + remaining in the Na2 site for ∼ 60 ns and attributed the increased stability of the ion to their inclusion of the TM0 helix, which contributes a conserved tyrosine into the Na2 interaction network. TM0 was not well resolved in the initial vSGLT structure and is often excluded from simulations (6-8, 10, 18, 21, 23, 24) , including the ones presented here. We explored the role of TM0 by carrying out six additional vSGLT simulations with TM0 included (SI Materials and Methods and Table S4 ). We observed one Na + release before the completion of equilibration, three releases between 20 and 60 ns, and two simulations where Na + remained bound out to 100 ns (Fig. S9 ). These times are quite consistent with those presented in Figs. 2  and 4 ; thus, the presence of this transmembrane helix alone is not sufficient to account for increased Na + stability as demonstrated by our results in its absence. Meanwhile, Bisha et al. (23) carried out a set of metadynamics simulations to reveal local rearrangements within Na2 that increased Na + coordination resulting in longer dwell time up to 70 ns. Our work suggests that the Na + ion is occasionally well coordinated by multiple protein residues in Na2, but these direct interactions are not required to maintain an occupied binding site. Importantly, Na + is not pulling together TM5 and TM8, which would be needed to close the intracellular vestibule and help reset the transporter to an outward-facing state. Thus, the states in Fig. 4 C and D are quite distinct from the ion coordination states observed in the outward-facing LeuT Na2 binding site because the protein plays the dominant role in ion coordination for LeuT (25) , but the vSGLT states shown here involve both protein and bridging water molecules. Last, we speculate that the variable distribution of dwell times observed in the simulations is related to the stochastic nature of ion release from an electrostatically favorable site with multiple metastable poses rather than the protein switching to a high-affinity ion-binding state.
Previous estimates of glucose and Na + binding to hSGLT1 from the extracellular space, during inward transport at −150 mV, suggest K M values of 0.15 and 1.3 mM, respectively (26) . This low glucose K M value corroborates our data in Fig. 6B , in which 100 mM external glucose effectively suppresses transport due to trapping hSGLT1 in the glucose-bound state, which cannot proceed through the rest of the cycle. Meanwhile, previous studies exploring outward transport of rabbit SGLT1 at 0 mV reported much higher cytoplasmic K M values of 35-50 mM for αMDG in 100 mM NaCl (27, 28)-200-300 times greater than the K M for inward transport. Similarly, the K M for Na + binding is 10 times larger for outward transport compared with inward transport-12 versus 1.3 mM, respectively (26) . These increased K M values for ion and substrate binding from the cytoplasm cannot explain our data alone, as our experiments in Fig. 6C used internal glucose concentrations at least two times higher than the reported K M values, and we still failed to observe any current reduction. Thus, although the binding is weaker, only independent binding of the ion and substrate explains the data. Our vSGLT simulations of the inward-facing state were carried out in 150 mM NaCl, and we observed 25 unbinding events and 18 rebinding events. Although we hesitate to make solid estimates of the Na + K d value to this state, these counts suggest a value greater than 150 mM, which is even weaker than the K M of 12 mM estimated for hSGLT1 (26) . Last, in our previous simulations, we computed the galactose binding free energy to the inward-facing state to be 1-2 k B T (7), again consistent with the weak K d value reported for rabbit SGLT1 (27, 28) .
Finally, we want to comment on our finding that galactose exits through the outer gate in 2 out of 21 simulations of vSGLT. The exits are facilitated by side-chain motions of the residues forming the gate rather than a global change in protein conformation. This pathway is shared by water (18-21), but we have never observed Na + exit through the external gate in 10.8 μs of simulation (6.5 μs reported here plus an additional 4.3 μs). This backflux of sugar indicates that the coupling ratio for Na + to galactose transport may increase above 1 for vSGLT, as a rough estimate from the observed 10 galactose exits (8 to the cytoplasm and 2 to the extracellular solution) suggests a stoichiometry of 1.25, which may be experimentally indistinguishable from 1. These outward escapes would also reduce the maximal sugar gradient achievable by vSGLT, but we note that the marine bacterium Vibrio parahaemolyticus quickly converts galactose to galactose-6-phosphate, as do many nonepithelial cells, which would potentially obviate concerns about maintaining a sugar gradient. There is no evidence that mammalian SGLTs have a reduced coupling ratio, and our simulations of water flow through vSGLT predict permeability values larger than those measured for hSGLT1, suggesting that closure of the gates may be more tightly coordinated in hSGLT1 (21) . There are two insertions in loops of hSGLT1/2 near the extracellular gate that are not present in vSGLT (21) , and in general, the conservation along the outer pathway is low (Fig.  S10) , potentially allowing for a tighter seal in mammalian SGLTs. For hSGLT1, approximately two Na + ions are coupled to inward sugar transport, but we have found that mutation of the large hydrophobic side chains of the external gates to cysteine also increases the coupling ratio to as high as 6-1 for F453C (F424 in vSGLT) (29) . This decreased coupling ratio suggests that mutations in the outer gate increase the probability that partially transported sugars return to the external solution.
There is a large number of sodium-dependent cotransporters that adopts the same fold as SGLT, often referred to as the leucinetransporter fold. Superfamily members include the neurotransmitter sodium symporters (NSS). Given the structural similarity of all of these proteins, we believe that the order of substrate and ion binding at the cytoplasmic face may be similar in other family members. At the extracellular face, ordering is likely tied to increased substrate affinity that occurs once the ions bind the outward-facing state; however, the inward-facing state appears to have low affinity to both molecules and a concomitant loss of coordination between sites. It will be interesting to see whether simulations of the inward-facing conformation of family members that have both Na1 and Na2 Na + sites also show random release. The experimental data presented here suggest that the cation can bind to the Na2 site from the cytoplasm, and that galactose follows the same pathway through vSGLT in the forward and reverse directions, but what triggers the opening of the external gate to permit Na + and galactose to exit into the external solution? In general, the order of events is intimately tied to the transporter's operation as it moves through the pumping cycle. The picture provided here at the intracellular face will help us understand the forces and conformational changes required for resetting the system to the outward-facing state.
Materials and Methods
Simulations. Molecular-dynamics simulations of vSGLT were generated as previously described (21) . The trajectories described therein form the basis for the current analysis. Briefly, four independent all-atom models of monomeric vSGLT based on the inward-occluded, galactose-bound state X-ray structure [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 3DH4] (12), were embedded in a POPE lipid bilayer, using MODELLER (30) and the CHARMM-GUI Membrane Builder (31) . The models were parameterized using the CHARMM22 force field (32) with CMAP corrections (33) for the protein, the CHARMM36 lipid force field (34), the CHARMM pyranose monosaccharides parameter set for the galactose (35) , and the TIP3P explicit water model (36) . Each model was initially minimized and equilibrated using NAMD 2.7 (37) . Final coordinates and velocities from these runs were used as initial conditions for simulations on the Anton special-purpose supercomputer (38) and were not used in any subsequent analysis. Complete details of the simulations protocol, including simulations with TM0, are provided in ref. 21 , and details of the analysis in this work are given in SI Materials and Methods.
Reagents and Solutions. The standard extracellular solution (Na + buffer) contained the following (in mM): 150 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1 CaCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , and 10 Hepes at pH 7.4. Choline chloride was use to maintained osmotic balance when extracellular Na + concentration was reduced. Mannitol (100 mM) was added to the extracellular solution when the intracellular solution contained 100 mM glucose to maintain osmotic balance. The standard intracellular solution contained the following (in mM): 145 CsCl, 5 NaCl, 11 EGTA, and 10 Hepes at pH 7.4. For high Na + intracellular solution, 145 mM CsCl was substituted with 145 mM Na + (150 mM Na + total). One hundred millimolar glucose was added to the standard intracellular solution or high Na + solution as indicated.
Cell Culture and Transfection. Human embryonic kidney 293T cells (HEK293T) cells were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection and maintained in culture as described elsewhere (39) . Cells were grown until 50-70% confluence and then transfected using the Effectene kit (Qiagen) with 1 μg of the hSGLT1-IRES plasmid following protocol instructions as described (39) .
Whole-Cell Patch-Clamp Recording. Our procedure for whole-cell patch-clamp experiments has been explained elsewhere (39) . In brief, experiments were performed 2 d after transfection. Cells were plated on 12-mm poly-L-lysinecoated glass coverslips and selected on the basis of fluorescence intensity of GFP using a Nikon diaphot epifluorescence microscope (Nikon). During the experiment, cells were kept at the holding potential V h = −60 mV and gravity perfused using a set of 0.25-mm cannulas positioned near the cell. For recordings at constant holding potential, currents were filtered at 2 kHz and digitized at 1 kHz. Steady-state kinetics were determined using a voltage step protocol. The membrane voltage was stepped from V h = −60 mV to the test potential ranging between −150 and in +50 mV in 20-mV increments for a duration of 100 ms and averaged over three sweeps. In this case, the current was filtered at 2 kHz and digitized at 50 kHz. Steady-state glucose currents (I Glu ) were obtained by subtracting the baseline current recorded in Na + buffer plus phlorizin (Pz) from the total current measured in Na + buffer plus glucose:
I Glu = I ðNa + +GluÞ − I ðNa + +PzÞ .
[1]
Outward glucose currents were calculated by subtracting the records in the presence of phlorizin from corresponding traces in the presence of 150 or 10 mM Na
I Glu,out = I Na + − I ðNa + +PzÞ .
[2]
The concentration of phlorizin used to inhibit hSGLT1 depends on the external Na + concentration. In 150 mM Na + , 100 μM phlorizin inhibits 95% [K i = 0.14 μM (40)], whereas in 10 mM Na + phlorizin concentration has to be increased to 200 μM to observe a 80% inhibition of the inward glucose current.
Mathematical Model of SGLT1 Transport. The differential equations corresponding to the five-and six-state models of Na + /glucose cotransport were solved with Berkeley Madonna 8.0.1. The time course of the occupancy probabilities for each state in the cycle were obtained by numerically integrating the differential equation using the Runge-Kutta method. The cotransport currents were obtained from the occupation probabilities, and the system was run to steady state to generate current-voltage values as a function of intracellular and extracellular Na + and glucose concentrations. A full description of the simulation details together with the equations are presented in SI Materials and Methods.
